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The Battle of Colenso, 15 December 1899 1999 capturing the strength of the british army from 1815
to 1914 this groundbreaking reference presents the most recent research on the most significant
wars campaigns battles and leaders the victorians at war 1815 1914 an encyclopedia of british
military history surveys the major wars campaigns battles and expeditions of the british army as
well as its weaponry tactics and all other aspects of its operations from the end of the
napoleonic wars to the dawn of world war i containing numerous maps depicting various theaters of
war this all encompassing volume explains why the numerous military operations took place and
what the results were biographies reveal fascinating facts about british and indian army officers
and other ranks while other entries deal with recruitment training education and literacy
uniforms equipment pay and conditions social backgrounds of the soldiers diseases and wounds they
fell victim to and much more this volume is indispensable to those wanting to gain information
about the british army during this remarkable imperial era
The Victorians at War, 1815-1914 2004-10-25 this book describes the history of the british
cavalry in detail running up to world war i
A History of the British Cavalry 1993-09-14 this fully revised paperback edition of the complete
chronological record of vc holders is an essential work of reference for every student of
military history all the british and commonwealth servicemen who have been awarded the highest
honour for exceptional acts of bravery and self sacrifice are commemorated here the first vcs
awarded for the crimean war and in the nineteenth century colonial wars are described as are the
vcs awarded in the world wars of the twentieth century and the most recent vcs awarded during
present day conflicts in iraq and afghanistan the extraordinary exploits recounted in this
fascinating book make unforgettable reading
The Complete Victoria Cross 2015-09-30 the anglo boer war was a small war but it left an
indelible mark on south africa and its future and represented a watershed in british imperialism
and the empire it was an interesting war with all the elements that makes military history
intriguing david against goliath amateurs against professionals heroes and villains bravery and
cowardice glory and suffering brilliant victories and humiliating defeats introductory notes
essential information required when visiting battle fields or researching campaigns 3 coloured
diagrams the composition of a british infantry division anglo boer war rifles and artillery 3
coloured general maps southern africa the seat of the war the anglo boer war in global context 5
coloured battle maps the first republican offensive field marshal roberts campaign the guerrilla
phase the blockhouse system the concentration camps 25 coloured maps the famous sieges the black
week battles and all the key battles and operations of the war 8 fact sheets the balance sheet of
forces the butcher s bill casualties the concentration camps the republican forces the commandos
the rank and command structure notes on marksmanship the british and imperial units involved in
the war the british and imperial cemeteries in south africa
The Anglo-Boer War 963 Days: Maps, Facts & Stats 2021-12-01 edward spiers a leading authority on
the victorian british army presents here a select edition of letters from the siege of ladysmith
1899 1900 that have not been seen since their original publication in metropolitan and provincial
newspapers the 250 letters were published in different british newspapers and provide crucial
insights into contemporary perceptions of the battles that preceded the siege the onset of the
siege itself and the desperate and bloody attempts to relieve the town subsequent efforts to
defend ladysmith and to march to its relief became the great dramatic saga of the early phase of
the anglo boer war providing the context for a series of dramatic battles that embarrassed the
empire and destroyed established reputations much has been written about the failings of the
british commanders but it is clear that in no other theatre in the war were the practical
difficulties so real or the stakes so high these letters reflect vividly the feelings of junior
officers and other ranks as they struggled to cope with the demands of modern warfare these
eyewitness testimonies provide first hand commentary upon the events in natal that shattered the
pre war confidence in britain
Ladysmith and the Second Boer War 2010-11-30 from the wooden horse of troy to the gulf war
military history has been as much marked by chance and error as by gallantry and heroism many
conflicts have been decided by the caprice of weather bad intelligence heroism where it wasn t
expected or individual incompetence in military terms the incident that can swing a battle from
victory to defeat in a moment is known as the hinge factor the hinge factor vividly describes
battles which demonstrate this phenomenon including the circumstances behind the loss of the holy
cross through to the attack of african war bees in 1914 to star wars weaponry described in the
gulf war this enthralling book demystifies the general belief that battles are always won due to



the brilliance of a general and will both inform and entertain a wide audience
Letters from Ladysmith 2013-05-23 one hundred years ago bishop colenso was excommunicated because
of his liberal critical views on the inspiration and authority of the bible but while in south
africa he worked strenuously for social and political reform 2003 will mark the revocation of his
excommunication in a ceremony in south africa and this book commemorates that event it is divided
into sections on african culture bible theology and social history and contains contribution from
english dutch and south african scholars it will appeal not only to the biblical scholar and
christian theologian but also to anyone interested in the 19th century conflict of theology and
reason and the struggle against colonial exploitation
The Hinge Factor 2003-02-01 the imperial wars volume in the encyclopedia of warfare series
describes the wars and battles that took place during the height of european imperialism a
chronological guide to conflict on every continent in the century after the fall of napoleon the
book covers from the south american wars of independence to the mexican revolution
The Eye of the Storm 2013-09-16 contemporary military geosciences in south africa presents the
reader with chapters celebrating the scope reach and impact of themes researched by military
geoscientists the first topics under investigation ranges from battlefield archaeology and
battlefield tourism to military environmental management and the development of a unique south
african spatial decision support system for military integrated environmental management this is
followed by an in depth look at contemporary maritime factors at play in south africa the book is
concluded by an analysis of the issues surrounding military mobility software and terrain
negotiability as well as a comprehensive examination of how geographic factors influence the
distribution of natural radionuclides in a military area
Imperial Wars 1815–1914 1939 this bundle e book volume contains both the anglo boer war and the
accompanying maps stats facts volume from pieter g cloete
Maneuver in War 2019-03-20 this complete chronological record of the victoria crosses awarded to
british and commonwealth soldiers during the anglo zulu and boer wars is an essential work of
reference for everyone with a special interest in these major conflicts in southern africa fought
at the height of the british empire the british army was severely tested in its battles against
the zulu kingdom and the boer states and the 107 victoria crosses that were awarded testify to
the intensity of the fighting and the bravery and self sacrifice of the soldiers concerned the
book celebrates their extraordinary exploits in action at famous locations like isandlwana rorke
s drift ladysmith colenso and mafeking where under fire they had to draw on exceptional reserves
of courage each entry gives the name and rank of the vc holder and the date and location of the
action in which the vc was earned the episodes themselves are described in vivid detail
information is also provided on the subsequent career of the vc recipients the location of their
medals and their place of burial
Contemporary Military Geosciences in South Africa 2021-12-01 in a man apart richard steyn once
again brings to life a south african icon louis botha was the first prime minister of the union
of south africa a union he did much to create in the decade after the devastation of the anglo
boer war during the war botha was a brilliant young boer general who through his battlefield
strategy won significant victories over the british in the early stages of the war when the
weight of british arms overwhelmed the boers botha along with smuts did much to encourage peace
between english and afrikaner and led the country to union in 1910 and dominion status botha was
a big hearted and generous man who showed magnanimity in his dealings with all including former
enemies he led the south african troops to victory and the capture of german south west africa
prior to this he had to put down a revolt of pro german afrikaners at the peace of versailles
representing south africa he pleaded unsuccessfully for magnanimity towards the germans botha was
a globally respected figure he and smuts effectively operated as a double act in south africa and
on the international stage before botha s untimely death in august 1919 at only 57 in a man apart
this tragically short life is illuminated in full
Boxed set: The Anglo-Boer War 963 Days / The Anglo-Boer War Maps, Stats & Facts 1976 this book
presents a beautifully illustrated overview of the most prominent landscapes of south africa and
the distinctive landforms associated with them it describes the processes origins and the
environmental significance of those landscapes including their relationships to human activity of
the past and present the sites described in this book include amongst others the blyde river
canyon augrabies falls kruger national park kalahari desert landscapes the great escarpment
sterkfontein caves and karst system table mountain cape winelands coastal dunes rocky coasts boer
war battlefield sites and vredefort impact structure landscapes and landforms of south africa



provides a new perspective on south africa s scenic landscapes by considering their diversity
long and short term histories and importance for geoconservation and geotourism this book will be
relevant to those interested in the geology physical geography and history of south africa
climate change and landscape tourism
Victoria Cross 1976 this collections of essays by leading british and south african scholars
looking at the boer war focuses on three aspects how the british military functioned the role of
the boers afrikaners and zulus and the media presentation of the war to the public
Professional Journal of the United States Army 1976 two volumes introduce the history of colonial
wars in africa and illustrate why african countries like the democratic republic of congo nigeria
somalia and sudan continue to experience ethnic political and religious violence in the early
21st century this sweeping study examines the wars of colonial conquest fought in africa during
the 19th and early 20th centuries from britain s efforts to wrest control of the sudan from
military leader muhammad ahmad al mahdi to italy s decisive defeat at the battle of adowa in
ethiopia to leopold ii s brutal reign over the belgian congo the work surveys the devastation
reaped upon the continent by colonization and illustrates how its combative influence continues
to resonate in africa today written by scholars in the fields of history and politics this
complete reference includes entries on wars campaigns rebellions battles leaders and
organizations the work delves into key historical periods including the scramble for africa ca
1880 to 1910 early european colonial wars in africa such as the dutch in the cape and the
portuguese in angola and mozambique and african rebellions against the early colonial state in
the 1890s and early 1900s entries feature prominent events and personalities as well as lesser
known occurrences and players
Quarterly Review of Military Literature 2022-04-06 you offer yourself to be slain general sir
john hackett once observed remarking on the military profession this is the essence of being a
soldier for this reason as much as any other the british army has invariably been seen as
standing apart from other professions and sometimes from society as a whole a british profession
of arms effectively counters this view in this definitive study of the late victorian army
distinguished scholar ian f w beckett finds that the british soldier like any other professional
was motivated by considerations of material reward and career advancement within the context of
debates about both the evolution of victorian professions and the nature of military
professionalism beckett considers the late victorian officer corps as a case study for weighing
distinctions between the british soldier and his civilian counterparts beckett examines the role
of personality politics and patronage in the selection and promotion of officers he looks too at
the internal and external influences that extended from the press and public opinion to the
rivalry of the so called rings of adherents of major figures such as garnet wolseley and
frederick roberts in particular he considers these processes at play in high command in the
second afghan war 1878 81 the anglo zulu war 1879 and the south african war 1899 1902 based on
more than thirty years of research into surviving official semiofficial and private
correspondence beckett s work offers an intimate and occasionally amusing picture of what might
affect an officer s career wealth wives and family status promotion boards and strategic
preferences performance in the field and diplomatic outcomes it is a remarkable depiction of the
british profession of arms unparalleled in breadth depth and detail
Military Review 2018-09-17 the south african war 1899 1902 also called the boer war and anglo
boer war began as a conventional conflict it escalated into a savage irregular war fought between
the two boer republics and a british imperial force that adopted a scorched earth policy and used
concentration camps to break the will of afrikaner patriots and boer guerrillas in an imperfect
occupation john boje delves into the agonizing choices faced by winburg district residents during
the british occupation afrikaner men fought or evaded combat or collaborated afrikaner women fled
over the veld or submitted to life in the camps and black africans weighed the life or death
consequences of taking sides boje s sensitive analysis showcases the motives actions and
reactions of boers and africans alike as initial british accommodation gave way to ruthlessness
challenging notions of boer unity and homogeneity boje illustrates the precarious tightrope of
resistance neutrality and collaboration walked by people on all sides he also reveals how the
repercussions of the war s transformative effect on afrikaner identity plays out in today s south
africa readable and compassionate an imperfect occupation provides a dramatic account of the
often overlooked aspects of one of the first modern wars
Victoria Crosses of the Zulu and Boer Wars 1996 the story of the battle for independence from the
british empire in south africa by a vivid chronicler of military forces generals and wars kirkus



reviews the great boer war 1899 1902 more properly known as the great anglo boer war was one of
the last romantic wars pitting a sturdy stubborn pioneer people fighting to establish the
independence of their tiny nation against the british empire at its peak of power and self
confidence it was fought in the barren vastness of the south african veldt and it produced in
almost equal measure extraordinary feats of personal heroism unbelievable examples of folly and
stupidity and many incidents of humor and tragedy byron farwell traces the war s origins the slow
mounting of the british efforts to overthrow the afrikaners the bungling and bickering of the
british command the remarkable series of bloody battles that almost consistently ended in victory
for the boers over the much more numerous british forces political developments in london and
pretoria the sieges of ladysmith mafeking and kimberley the concentration camps into which boer
families were herded and the exhausting guerrilla warfare of the last few years when the boer
armies were finally driven from the field the great boer war is a definitive history of a
dramatic conflict by the author of queen victoria s little wars a leading popular military
historian publishers weekly
Louis Botha 2015-03-05 presents the first full length study of one of britain s most important
military thinkers major general sir charles e callwell
The War Memoirs of Commandant Ludwig Krause, 1899-1900 2013-10-23 ian beckett s book is already
established as the definitive history of the victorian army
Landscapes and Landforms of South Africa 2016-11-07 this book offers a detailed investigation of
george s white s career in the british army it explores late victorian military conflicts british
power dynamics in africa and asia civil military relations on the fringes of the empire and
networks of advancement in the army white served in the indian rebellion and twenty years later
the second anglo afghan war where he earned the victoria cross after serving in the sudan
campaign white returned to india and held commands during the conquest and pacification of upper
burma and the extension of british control over balochistan and as commander in chief sent
expeditions to the north west frontier and oversaw major military reforms just before the start
of the south african war white was given the command of the natal field force this force was
besieged in ladysmith for 118 days relieved in 1900 white was heralded as the defender of
ladysmith he was made field marshal in 1903
The Boer War 2018-10-25 this is a diary of sir henry rider haggard s tour of south africa in 1914
it captures his feelings and perceptions on the change of southern africa and of himself since
his departure in 1881
Encyclopedia of African Colonial Conflicts [2 volumes] 2015-10-15 this study provides students
historians other academics and scholars as well as other researchers and anyone interested in the
history of the anglo boer war with as comprehensive a list as possible of all postgraduate
studies completed on any conceivable aspect of the war as well as any other postgraduate studies
which refer to some extent to the conflict
A British Profession of Arms 2009-09-19 featuring previously unpublished sources this enjoyable
as well as massively impressive bestseller is a definitive account of the boer war financial
times the war declared by the boers on 11 october 1899 gave the british as kipling said no end of
a lesson it proved to be the longest the costliest the bloodiest and the most humiliating
campaign that britain fought between 1815 and 1914 thomas pakenham s narrative is based on first
hand and largely unpublished sources ranging from the private papers of the leading protagonists
to the recollections of survivors from both sides mammoth in scope and scholarship as vivid fast
moving and breathtakingly compelling as the finest fiction the boer war is the definitive account
of this extraordinary conflict a war precipitated by greed and marked by almost inconceivable
blundering and brutalities and whose shattering repercussions can be felt to this very day not
only a magnum opus it is a conclusive work enjoyable as well as massively impressive financial
times this is a wonderful book brilliantly written the reader turns each page with increasing
fascination and admiration a j p taylor
An Imperfect Occupation 2020-01-16 as a young officer in the prestigious 21st lancers motto death
or glory douglas haig played a leading role in kitchener s bold expedition which ended in the
defeat of the khalifa of sudan at omdurman he described the action as he did the whole campaign
vividly in words and diagrams which survived virtually untouched at the family home bemersyde in
the borders these letters and diaries allow the reader to trace haig s career and developing
character what they reveal may well surprise his critics field marshal lord haig will remain a
hugely controversial figure due to his pre eminent role during the great war he was a hugely
popular public figure in the post ww1 years and revered by those who served under him his death



in 1928 was a major occasion for mourning only later was he heavily criticised for the slaughter
of the trenches
The Great Boer War 2006-06-22 the scottish soldier and empire 1854 1902 reflects upon the iconic
role of the scottish soldier as an empire builder from the crimean war to the end of the
nineteenth century it examines how the soldier commented on this imperial experience largely
through letter diaries and poems published in the provincial press how his exploits were reviewed
in scotland and how military achievements contributed to both a growing sense of national
identity and a deepening degree of imperial commitment
Charles E. Callwell and the British Way in Warfare 2020-11-16 with its impressive breadth of
coverage both geographically and chronologically the international encyclopedia of military
history is the most up to date and inclusive a z resource on military history from uniforms and
military insignia worn by combatants to the brilliant military leaders and tacticians who
commanded them the campaigns and wars to the weapons and equipment used in them this
international and multi cultural two volume set is an accessible resource combining the latest
scholarship in the field with a world perspective on military history
Victorians at War 2001 the life of charles warren royal engineer is a compelling story full of
action conflict triumph and disaster with reputations gained and lost all set against the
background of an expanding british empire it is a tale of secrecy freemasonry and pioneering
archaeology as the young lt warren still only in his twenties tunnelled under the holy city of
jerusalem in search of evidence of the temple of solomon and herod the great a man of high
principle and dogged determination warren thrived on a challenge searching for lost british spies
in the desert of the exodus or publically calling out the rapacious colonialism of cecil rhodes
later in different circumstances he ordered the arrest of winston churchill although thrice
knighted for his many achievements warren is most widely remembered as the controversial
metropolitan police commissioner who failed to catch jack the ripper in the end he faced the
supreme challenge in the anglo boer war becoming the scapegoat for one of britain s greatest
military disasters the battle of spion kop in this new biography the first for 80 years historian
and biographer kevin shillington delves into the records and presents a reassessment of warren s
reputation
George White and the Victorian Army in India and Africa 2010-01-01 at the age of 14 author david
bristow stuck a large touring map of south africa on his bedroom wall determined to mark off
every road one day it was the start of a life long love affair with the land indeed in 40 years
of dedicated travelling david has pretty much been there done that visiting almost all of south
africa s game parks nature reserves mountain ranges beaches towns and dorps as well as hiking and
biking countless trails this book is the accumulated knowledge of all that exploration the very
best and sometimes the worst of everything this country has to offer wildlife history geography
art and culture things to do places to stay and routes and trails to be discovered by car bike
and on foot anyone who s ticked off more than a tenth of the entries in this book is according to
the author qualified to wear the t shirt david bristow began his writing career as a news
journalist before reading for a master s degree in environmental sciences although he claims to
prefer riding his mountain bike surfing and playing with his children to working he has written
around a dozen books for random house struik alone and spent 13 years as the editor of getaway
travel magazine
Diary of an African Journey, 1914 2015-09-24 this historical account of humanity s 5000 year
history of recorded conflict looks at ancient wars modern conflict and everything in between
A Century of Postgraduate Anglo Boer War (1988-1902) Studies 2006-06-15 victorious in its
previous campaigns in africa against native armies britain now confronted an altogether different
foe the boers proved to be formidable opponents masterfully compensating for inferior numbers
with grim determination resourcefulness and strong religious faith their mobility expert use of
cover and knowledge of the terrain in which they employed powerful long range magazine rifles
gave them initial advantages by contrast the british suffered from inadequate transport
insufficient mounted troops and poor intelligence despite marshalling the immense resources of
their empire the british were to be severely tested in a war which one general described as the
graveyard of many a soldier s reputation
The Boer War 2006-07-20 mccracken history and humanities u of durban westville south africa
illuminates the contact between ireland and south africa in the age of high imperialism and the
interest aroused in ireland by developments in south africa and their effects on irish politics
of the time the first edition was
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